NOT JUST FINANCIAL DATA.
USABLE FINANCIAL DATA.
You’re not lacking data. But you are lacking the right data,
for better insights on benchmarking, corporate strategy,
mergers & acquisition, competitive analysis & so much more.

DATA VA R I E T Y:
Access public disclosure data
provided to the SEC, and combine
it with non-financial information
from the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, FDA and more.

idaciti is the one financial data platform you need for all
the answers you seek. It gives you the public financial
data you want on your market, but with a whole lot more.

DATA DEPTH:
Choose from the more than
750 KPIs that matter most,
including both popular and
hard-to-find accounting metrics.

DATA INSIGHT:
idaciti’s textual analytics can scan
disclosure footnotes for hidden
insights like litigation, commitments,
buried expenses and more.

YOU LOVE LOOKING AT NUMBERS.
BUT THE BEAUTY OF IDACITI IS THAT

YOU DON’ T HAVE TO.
idaciti takes the data a step further.
By putting data into report-ready visualizations (called “cards”), this allows you to string cards
together to tell an insightful story. With just a few clicks, you can create elegant visualizations.

YOU’LL GO FROM THIS:
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All About Apple

Apple ﬁnally took the wraps oﬀ its much-rumored
Apple Watch on Tuesday, showing oﬀ features and
functions on the wrist-mounted device, which is
poised to shake up the growing wearables industry.
With the active developer community, I am sure
many creative, imaginative applications will surface
soon enough to wow us. We already know that
Apple Watch can make payments, ﬁnd your BMW
(if you drive one, that is), open the door to your hotel
room, and send your heartbeat to another Apple
Watch user - which seems freaky to me, unless you
are 17 and desperately in love.

Apple’s Mission Statement
Apple designs Macs, the best personal
computers in the world, along with OS X,
iLife, iWork and professional software.
Apple leads the digital music revolution
with its iPods and iTunes online store.
Apple has reinvented the mobile phone
with its revolutionary iPhone and App
store, and is deﬁning the future of mobile
media and computing devices with iPad.

Apple’s branding strategy focuses on the
emotions. The starting point is how an
Apple product experience makes you
feel. Apple’s products “seduce” the
consumer’s mind, address genuine
consumer anxieties and emotions and the products are elegantly simple.
The Apple brand personality is also about
simplicity, and about being a really caring
company with a heartfelt connection with
its customers. Apple is a powerful brand,
but can it last? This year, Google has
surpassed Apple as the most valuable
brand, can Apple regain its lead?

The best part?
idaciti is accessible with any standard browser and doesn’t require specialized terminals, knowledge
or technology. All starting at $200 per user per month. Now it’s easy to see more than the data.

With idaciti, you’ll see the answer.
Visit hello.idaciti.com or email hello@idaciti.com to learn more and
schedule your custom demonstration on your deepest business question.

